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flexible thinking, solid results
This is rbb’s philosophy and promise. 
We are flexible thinkers and driven to do 
whatever it takes to deliver solid results. 
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our story

• champion of breakout brands™

• fully integrated: PR, advertising, digital, creative

• best practices from start to finish

• five-time agency of the year

• certified women-owned business

• 80+ team members 

• Member of PROI global network



organic social 



Often called “organic social,” we think of it as the best way to 
nurture connections with a brand’s target & prospective 
audiences. Most brands leverage social to: 

● Establish a strategy and voice to build relationships
● Engage audiences at every stage of their journey and 

augmenting customer service efforts
● Create thought leadership opportunities by sharing 

informative content and making meaningful connections
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Order #1: social at rbb



A sound social strategy and playbook provides you with 
how to utilize social media to tell your brand story. We 
marry owned brand research with observed behaviors to 
describe how to execute, define visual aesthetics 
on-platform, provide processes for publishing, outline 
guidelines for responding to comments, and more. Once 
approved, this comprehensive document will provide the 
why, who, where, how and when of your social media.

We provide an actual book, both physical and electronic. 
Our goal is that anyone working on BurgerFi’s social 
platforms can understand voice, strategy and operations 
and work from it successfully.
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reFIning your social strategy
strategy & marketing playbook



Community management provides for a unique opportunity for us to speak with BurgerFi’s customers on a 
one-to-one basis. 

And, unlike other, more traditional forms of communication for brands, community management makes it 
possible to learn key insights about our audience, directly from our audience. 
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putting your social strategy into motion
community management

PARTICIPATE: 
Recruit & Engage

People will be talking 
about you. Talk with 
and recruit others to 
join the conversation. 

Social media affords us 
the opportunity to 

engage, energize, and 
support our 
community.

CULTIVATE: 
Relationships

Support your community. 
Highlight and express 

excitement.

CURATE:
Content Development

The only way to keep 
people coming back for 
more is to create great 
content, whether it’s an 

image, a video, or a 
story. Use community 

engagement to source 
beautiful content & 

share to support 
community members. 

OPTIMIZE:
Understanding Value

The only way to learn 
what resonates with our 

community is to measure 
how our content is 

consumed and  shared.

LISTEN: 
Conversation Analysis

Social media allows us 
to “listen” to what 
people are saying 

about us – both good 
and bad. 



A menu of tools to drive winning outcomes.

87%  of people begin product or service research online 

75%  expect a consistent digital experience cross platform

Today’s digital landscape is constantly evolving and the way 

that audiences engage digitally is always in flux as well. 

We help our clients to navigate and meet this change head 

on using a suite of digitally-oriented tools to identify, create 

and implement strategic work at the rapid pace of evolution.

Social listening technology 
that mines public online 
data for conversation 
spikes, sentiment & 
emotion analysis and 
content white space 
opportunities

Influencer research, 
management and reporting 
tool that allows for 
data-driven influencer 
identification

Audience analysis tool that 
leverages MRI - Simmons, 
US Census and other online 
signals to define target 
audience passion points and 
media consumption behavior
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Social media management 
software that enables 
seamless, strategic and 
timeline community 
management for social 
clients



Want to better understand your audience and what 
motivates them? Through audience identification, 
research and analysis we dive in to their online behavior 
to guide our strategic planning that answers these 
questions and many more.

Target audience persona research:
● Who they are & how they behave
● Where to reach them most effectively & efficiently
● How to communicate with them (visual, copy, data)

Conversation & channel opportunities:
● Conversations & topics with untapped opportunities
● What social platforms to focus efforts on
● Trending conversations within an industry

Influencer identification & engagement:
● Based on audience passion points and marketing 

objectives, we identify the most relevant & engaging 
influencers to partner with

food for thought: digital intelligence



Influencer 
marketing
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Order #2: rbb’s influencer PROOF

Influencer PROOF is rbb’s proprietary model 
for measuring influencer campaign success 
and capturing activation results on social 
media and beyond.

Precision
Delivery of quality and accurate results based on data 
and platform insights.

Reciprocity
Mutually-beneficial programming opening the door for 
added-value opportunities via circles of influence.

Optimization
Data-driven methodology backed by digital intelligence 
to track and evolve strategy with speed to drive best 
results. 

Organic
An arsenal of content and community of like-minded 
loyalists to increase favorability and sentiment. 

Fundamentals
Customized, pre-defined LPIs to prioritize metrics that 
make a difference (engagement rate, true reach, etc.).
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influencers
Once KPI’s are in-place, we’ll work with you to identify the best influencer categories for BurgerFi. 
Finding the right mix of personality, reach & content quality is essential. Our influencer categories consist of:

influencer 
category description engagement 

rate
average 

reach average rate

Nano

● Immense influence within a comparatively narrow market e.g., a nano-influencer may 
be the person with the most credibility in a particular neighborhood

● If a brand builds a relationship with a nano-influencer, most people consider it 
authentic and genuine.

~4-5% <50K 
followers

Low cost; 
exchanges 
e.g., products 
or experiences

Micro 
Influencers

● Brand champions because of their ability to spread a message
● Small to medium following but with high authenticity, relevancy & relatability
● Often the best people to extol a brand’s virtues to a narrow or specific niche

~3%
~50K – 
250K 
followers

Fees per post; 
sometimes 
open to 
exchanges

Mid-tier
Influencers

● More established than micro-influencers and less famous than macro-influencers, 
mid-tier influencers fill the space in-between ~2%

~ 50K – 
500K 
followers

Fees per post + 
experiences

Macro 
Influencers

● Celebs on the rise
● Usually, a lot of competition for brands to work with them; pick and choose the brands 

they want as partners
~1.2 – 1.5%

~500K – 
1MM+ 
followers

Fees per 
campaign + 
experiences

Celebrities
▪ Social superstars with more than a million followers
▪ These are often celebrities because of fame they have gained in the “real” world
▪ Mega-influencers are of value to large brands

~1.1% 1MM+ 
followers

Six figure 
range; VIP 
status and 
perks



public relations



Order #3: earned media 

rbb has a history of creating powerful communication 
campaigns built on speed, accountability and results – from 
start to WOW.  
 
There is nothing cookie cutter when it comes to clever 
strategy and bottom-line, measurable outcomes. Instead of 
focusing on the competition, we will champion your brand in 
a way that makes  BurgerFi stand apart from the 
competition.  
 
From headline-grabbing media relations programs to 
creative influencer campaigns,  you will have rbb’s undivided 
attention to see you through.  
 
With our 90+ U.S. team members spanning Miami, Fort 
Lauderdale, New York and Los Angeles, we also have 
international reach across more than 50 countries through 
our partnership in PROI, the largest global network of 
independent communications agencies. 
 



earned media flex: sample highlights



● 30-day start up plan
● Define spokespeople
● Create media message map
● Set goals and metrics

the pr recipe

● Create press materials e.g., pitches
● Set up wire distributions
● Define media and influencer targets
● Finalize creative concepts
● Finalize tactical plan

● Monthly action plan and results reports
● Bi-monthly in-person calls or meetings

Define The Plan Develop The Communication Platform

Define Reporting



crisis 
communications



Consider that headlines with the word “crisis” 
coupled with the name of a top Forbes 100 
company appeared 80 percent more often in 2017 
than in 2010. rbb provides strategic and tactical 
support through every stage of a crisis situation.

rbb focuses on:

● Crisis planning + preparedness
● Predictive communication models 
● Enterprise training + simulation exercises 
● Real-time response + management 
● Disinformation management 
● Issue-oriented campaigns
● Litigation communications
● Mitigation of reputational risk

We offer a full spectrum of communications 
planning, positioning and protection to help 
companies, organizations and executives 
successfully weather any storm.

Crisis Planning + Litigation Communications + Digital Strategies + Reputation Recovery + Issue Campaigns + 

Organizational Change Management + Crisis Simulations + Counter Messaging Programs
19

Order #4: crisis 



key team members 



Billy Boulia
SVP, Digital

Billy Boulia is SVP of Digital at rbb Communications, and 
leads the Digital practice including research, investment 
strategy, buying, website design & development and 
social media. He is a passionate social, digital, content 
and influence marketer with B2C and B2B expertise 
across travel, gaming, technology, retail, logistics, QSR, 
CPG, entertainment, beauty and financial services 
verticals. Billy has worked with global brands such as 
Whirlpool, FedEx, Citibank, Pizza Hut, IKEA and Marriott, 
where he launched, managed & cultivated their social 
media ecosystems. His experience also includes 
implementing successful social & digital customer care 
solutions. Billy has led the digital, social and content 
strategies for large, multifaceted brands, including 
Verizon, Macy's, CVS and JennAir. 

Your big kahunas



Maite Velez-Couto
VP, Partner

Maite Vélez-Couto, a vice president and partner at rbb 
Communications, brings a broad range of consumer 
product marketing, branding and media relations 
experience to the firm. Throughout her career, she has 
led integrated communications campaigns for a wide 
variety of global brands including, but not limited to 
AMResorts, Sushi Samba, Vlasic pickles, Mrs. 
Butterworth’s syrup, Duncan Hines, Starbucks Coffee 
Company, and Feld Entertainment. For every client, 
Maite precisely combines a strategic mix of traditional 
and social media relations with affinity partnerships; TV 
integrations; content creation; influencer, celebrity and 
community relations; and special events, to deliver 
powerful results.

your big kahunas



reports + measuring 
results



Our belief is simple: strategies work only when backed 
and driven by analytical measurement + storytelling.

Our engagement will begin with mutually agreed upon 
benchmarks and tactics that work toward predefined 
goals, and that ultimately define our success.

Once engaged, we create custom metrics to track 
overall program goals and an opportunity for a live, 
always-on measurement dashboard leveraging Google 
Data Studio.
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intro to rbb analytics
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We’ll prioritize the media in terms of 
importance to the campaign, e.g., 

primary targets would be “A” 
media, and secondary would 
be “B.” 

TIER A TIER B

After only 6 months we are within 5% of our goal

YTD
GOAL

media target penetration by tier
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60%

10%

10%

20%

Defined by the agency and the client, 
these are the key pieces of information 
that the client wants to disseminate to 
the media.  

POINT 1 POINT 2 POINT 3 POINT 3

media point penetration
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This measurement tool is a 
comparative analysis of one 
time period to another. Share 
of voice can be compared 
quarter to quarter, year to 
year, or month to month.

January 2020 January 2021

CLIENT

COMPANY A

COMPANY B

COMPANY C

8,341,430
media impressions

10,561,899
media impressions

share of voice: year over year



Thank you. 


